Easy Mounting Instructions
Dart-Center ArrowPort™
What’s Included
Two of each—Wall Mounting Screws and Plastic Wall Anchors

Required Tools
Hammer, Electric or Hand Drill, 1/8 or 7/32-inch Drill Bit [See Step 2 below to determine bit size based on
your wall material] and a Phillips-head Screwdriver or Electric driver

Suggested Tool
Carpenter’s or Spirit Level

Mounting Steps
1. Choose a mounting location for your ArrowPort (AP), one that is far enough from the dartboard to avoid
stray darts. Hold the ArrowPort on the wall at the desired location [for best appearance, use a level to
plumb the orientation.] While firmly holding the AP, mark the hole locations using one of the mounting
screws and a hammer [a helper may be useful to hold the AP or mark the holes.] The marking is achieved
by inserting a screw into each mounting hole and hammering the head to create a center mark on the wall.
2. Determine the wall material then select the appropriate step below for that material.
a. Drywall, concrete, plaster, tile and masonry: drill one 7/32-inch hole at the center of each mark
made in the previous step. Lightly hammer one plastic wall anchor into each hole until the round
flat top of the anchor is flush with the face of the wall.
b. Wood: drill one 1/8-inch pilot hole at the center of each mark made in the previous step. The plastic
wall anchors are not used. The wood should be at least 1/2-inch thick.
3. From the front side of the ArrowPort, insert one screw into each hole [this will assist in aligning the AP with
the wall anchors or holes already in the wall.] Next, being sure the AP is oriented upright, align the screws
with the anchors or holes in the wall then tighten/drive the top screw until firm; while doing this, assure the
lower screw maintains alignment with the lower anchor/hole. Optionally, before driving the bottom screw,
use a level to check for plumb. Lastly, tighten/drive the lower screw until firm. Use Caution to avoid
overtightening the screws.

Notes/ Cautions



Caution! Even though the metal edges have been filed to remove sharpness, they still may be sharp.
Verify your ArrowPort is securely mounted to the wall prior to use. Check again periodically and remount as necessary to maintain secure wall mounting.

Cleaning Recommendations



To clean the ArrowPort, use glass cleaner and a soft cloth.
To remove fingerprints, isopropyl alcohol may be used.
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